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     Introduction: The New South and the New Deal     

  From the 1880s, the developers of the South’s most prominent industries 

tended to be men new to the region. Although they cloaked their proi t- 

seeking in the paternalistic guise of “uplift” and progressive improvement 

for southern workers, these boosters and manufacturers often were not 

homegrown elites. Many, such as the Pelzers of South Carolina and the 

Loves in North Carolina, were transplants from other regions and had 

no connection to the South’s plantation past. Such builders and operators 

of Dixie’s mills promoted a modern, economically distinctive, and indus-

trially signii cant South. They and other post- Reconstruction boosters 

campaigned for industrial development and challenged the region’s eco-

nomic base in agriculture while also consuming nearby crops and natural 

resources. New South industries processed the cotton, wool, iron ore, 

coal, timber, and other raw materials grown, mined, drilled, or hewed 

from Dixie’s land.    1   

 The industrialists who directed this work increasingly receded from 

view in the post– World War II era. Research parks and large industrial 

establishments built by corporations such as DuPont  , Firestone  , and 

     1     In 1921, Broadus Mitchell argued boosters had philanthropic intentions in attracting 

business and industry to southern locales following the Civil War. Business progres-

sives posited that industrialization could solve social problems. Mitchell praised indus-

try’s benei ts and described the appearance cotton mills in the South as a “revolution 

from above.”    Broadus   Mitchell  ,  The Rise of Cotton Mills in the South  (reprt., 1921, 

 Columbia :  University of South Carolina Press ,  2001  ).    David L.   Carlton  , “ The Revolution 

from Above:  The National Market and the Beginnings of Industrialization in North 

Carolina ” in   David   Carlton   and   Peter   Coclanis  , eds.,  The South, the Nation, and the 

World: Perspectives on Southern Economic Development  ( Charlottesville :  University of 

Virginia Press ,  2003 )  136 –   138  .  
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General Motors  , or later by Volkswagen   and BMW  , overshadowed what 

by then had become the South’s traditional industrial economy. As a 

result, a simplistic binary of a mythical, preindustrial South and the new, 

highway- linked, and suburbanized Sunbelt dominates popular memory.  2   

 A complex history of political activism, regional protectionism, and 

economic identity, rooted in southern manufacturers’ experiences with 

the New Deal, remains hidden from view. Historians’ dual emphases –  

either on the areas reshaped by federal infrastructure investments and 

defense contractors or on the booming suburbs and demographic shifts 

that reconi gured the region’s political culture –  have tended to obscure 

the role played by traditional New South manufacturers, and indeed the 

continued signii cance of regional economies, cultures, and politics in the 

nation. Those business leaders continued to shape Dixie’s economy and 

southern politics during the New Deal and for decades after World War 

II. These later generations reprised their forebears’ efforts to develop the 

region and its signii cance within the nation.  3   

 In particular, New South industry’s experience with the New Deal 

inl uenced American political history and the place of the region within it. 

Historians of business and the New Deal have investigated the response 

of business and corporate leaders, from sector- leading i rms to small 

businesses, to policy innovations of the 1930s. The sum of such inquiry 

has revealed, as historian Colin Gordon described, business’s reaction 

as being ultimately fractured and “i ckle,” despite policy support for 

business’s desire to rein in destructive competition that had exacerbated 

economic woes. Yet the South’s leading industrialists proved remarkably 

l exible to the changing policy environment. The South’s business elite 

     2        Kari   Frederickson  ,  Cold War Dixie: Militarization and Modernization in the American 

South  ( Athens :   University of Georgia Press ,  2013  );    Marko   Maunula  ,  Guten Tag, 

Y’all: Globalization and the South Carolina Piedmont, 1950– 2000  ( Athens :   University 

of Georgia Press ,  2009  ). The emergence of the South’s modern transportation system was 

as contested as its evolving political identity, as captured by historian Tammy Ingram. 

   Tammy   Ingram  ,  Dixie Highway: Road Building and the Making of the Modern South, 

1900– 1930  ( Chapel Hill :  University of North Carolina Press ,  2014  ).  

     3        Bruce   Schulman  ,  From Cotton Belt to Sunbelt: Federal Policy, Economic Development, 

and the Transformation of the South, 1938– 1980  ( New York :  Oxford University Press , 

 1991  );    Kevin   Kruse  ,  White Flight:  Atlanta and the Making of Modern Conservatism  

( Princeton, NJ :   Princeton University Press ,  2005  );    Matthew D.   Lassiter  ,  The Silent 

Majority: Suburban Politics in the Sunbelt South  ( Princeton, NJ :  Princeton University Press , 

 2007  );    Kenneth T.   Jackson  ,  Crabgrass Frontier: The Suburbanization of the United States  

( New York :   Oxford University Press ,  1987  );    Michelle   Nickerson   and   Darren   Dochuk  , 

eds.,  Sunbelt Rising: The Politics of Space, Place, and Region  ( Philadelphia :  University of 

Pennsylvania Press  , 2011  ).  
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responded to the New Deal by swapping regional and interest- based 

and trade association- style lobbying for symbolic politics backed by the 

rhetoric of free enterprise. New South industrialists translated activism 

from the back rooms of Washington to public advocacy and marketing 

of regional opportunity. Without the ability to secure separate treatment 

in policy for the South’s wages and labor market, manufacturers looked 

to rebranding their region’s status vis- à- vis the nation and crafting policy 

at the local and state levels to support this narrative. As this story reveals, 

the South’s modern political history is inextricably linked with economic 

interest groups, the New Deal, and business’s interpretations of policy 

and economic alterations.  4   

 Dixie’s economic and industrial transformation in the mid- twentieth 

century and the accompanying revolutions in southern identity and pol-

itics are also rooted in the Great Depression. Yet that cataclysm was 

by no means the i rst displacement, resulting from industrial capital-

ism, to confront the South and its “respectable” educated class. In the 

1930s, industrialists –  individuals who, despite the importance of their 

businesses, had never seemed quite  of  the South –  became the region’s 

ardent champions, seeking proi ts and infrastructure to guide the region to 

prosperity. John Edgerton  , the president of Tennessee’s Lebanon Woolen 

Mill  , had been ousted from his position as NAM   president in 1931 in the 

midst of economic crisis and criticism of business leaders as “economic 

royalists.” He recognized that southern manufacturers, as other business 

interests, sought to evade the emerging New Deal regulation of wages 

and hours, but his region’s needs differed from those of other parts of 

the country. He reasoned that these economic distinctions could be polit-

ically useful but were not in the NAM’s power to exploit. He organized a 

new business association, the Southern States Industrial Council (SSIC), 

so southern manufacturers would not have to rely on national business 

     4     The SSIC rel ected long- standing regional divisions between business interests, the 

contrasts between which had fueled southern boosters writing in publications like 

 Manufacturers’  Record.    Robert   Wiebe  ,  Businessmen and Reform:  A  Study of the 

Progressive Movement  ( Cambridge, MA :   Harvard University Press ,  1962 ),  11 –   12  ; 

   Colin   Gordon  ,  New Deals:  Business, Labor, and Politics in America, 1920– 1935  

( New York :  Cambridge University Press ,  1994 ),  281  ;    Ellis   Hawley  ,  The New Deal and 

the Problem of Monopoly:  A  Study in Economic Ambivalence  ( New  York :   Fordham 

University Press ,  1995  );    Robert   Collins  ,  The Business Response to Keynes, 1929– 

1964  ( New  York :   Columbia University Press ,  1981  );    Jennifer   Klein  ,  For All These 

Rights:  Business, Labor, and the Shaping of America’s Public- Private Welfare State  

( Princeton, NJ :  Princeton University Press ,  2010  );    Kim   Phillips- Fein  ,  Invisible Hands: The 

Making of the Conservative Movement from the New Deal to Reagan  ( New York :   W. 

W. Norton & Company ,  2009  ).  
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and trade associations to represent the South’s particular and peculiar 

interests. Founded in Chattanooga in December 1933, the SSIC mobi-

lized to defend the South’s control of labor and competitive advantage –  

low wages, access to cheap raw materials, and the mill village. As a result, 

the organization and its leaders facilitated a transformation in southern 

political and business culture.  5     

  Dollars for Dixie  argues that southern industrialists, heirs of the “new 

men” of the New South (both literally and i guratively), responded to the 

New Deal by gradually shedding their allegiance to a unique, separate 

southern economy. When the New Deal commenced, southern manufac-

turers mobilized to maintain and promote a kind of domestic protection-

ism to safeguard their established industries. They wanted regulations 

and policies to treat the South independently, to account for what they 

portrayed as the region’s dei cient industrial sector. Capitalists in this sep-

arate economy, a system putatively shaped by paternalistic obligations 

and different methods of capitalization than those deployed by northern 

industry, argued that southern manufacturers cared more for their com-

munities’ health, wealth, and culture than for proi t maximization –  an 

artful rather than factual depiction designed to woo political allies. These 

industrialists’ critiques emerged not because the Democrat  ic Party was 

insufi ciently conservative  –  although that argument would surface in 

the latter half of the 1930s –  but rather because national policy and the 

power structure and rhetoric of southern politics were unresponsive to 

the demands of organized southern interests, nor were they adequate to 

the economic changes envisioned by southern manufacturers. To protect 

New South industry and to promote homegrown capital, the SSIC turned 

increasingly, if haltingly, to the language of free enterprise and identii ed 

     5     The “collapse of white unity” and resulting southern class structure of bourgeois town 

people and a mill- village proletariat, which industrialists attempted to preserve in the 

1930s, produced its own anxieties that preceded the rise of federal intervention in the 

southern economy.    David L.   Carlton  ,  Mill and Town in South Carolina, 1880– 1920  ( Baton 

Rouge :  Louisiana State University Press ,  1982 ),  3 –   5 ,  6 ,  9 –   10  . David Goldi eld places the 

transitional pivot for the true emergence of a “New South” as the Great Depression, although 

southern cities continued to be dominated by the values established when cotton i elds dom-

inated the region. Still, the Depression and New Deal halted the region’s national conver-

gence, in many respects.    David   Goldi eld  ,  Cotton Fields and Skyscrapers: Southern City and 

Region  ( Baltimore :  Johns Hopkins University Press ,  1989  ). In some ways, the SSIC rel ected 

similar sentiments that prompted the organization of NAM, an organization of “indepen-

dent industrialists … who most successfully translated their dislike for large combinations 

into effective antitrust lobbying.” In the 1930s, however, it was cooperation between north-

ern corporations and the federal government at the expense of smaller, regional competitors 

that southern industrialists feared. Wiebe,  Businessmen and Reform , 14.  
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in national conservative circles the allies that would aid their quest to 

promote the South as the nation’s number- one economic opportunity.  6   

 A range of policy battles in the 1930s and 1940s led southern indus-

try’s representatives to promote a revolution in the idea of the South and 

its economy. Policy interventions and the nationalization and interna-

tionalization of the southern economy diluted the political salience of an 

underdeveloped, misunderstood, and native- born southern population. 

Manufacturers thus converted from regional defenders, insistent on a 

separate, “infant,” southern economy, to free- marketeers, advocates of 

economic liberalism or neoliberalism, as some might call it. In the pro-

cess, they shaped the South’s brand of free enterprise. Southern manu-

facturers became purveyors of free enterprise ideology when they failed 

to preserve the region’s separate economy and had to i nd new leverage 

amidst new arrangements in policy and economics.  7   

 Scholars have suggested that neoliberalism had roots in south-

ern planter aristocratic paternalism    , marked by devotion to “property 

rights, hostility to [the] federal state for other than military purposes, 

faith in punitive governance as the key to social order, and enthusiasm 

for international trade.” Yet the line from antebellum planters to post- 

Reconstruction politics to the Republican Party’s southern strategy 

is not so straight. Industrialists’ paternalism emerged gradually from 

the 1880s and 1890s as a response to populist challenges from below. 

Manufacturers adapted to maintain hold of the social and economic 

arrangements of the economy they built to replace the region’s planta-

tion past. Subsequent generations of mill owners, managers, bankers, and 

     6        Joseph   Crespino  , “ Mississippi as Metaphor: Civil Rights, the South, and the Nation in 

the Historical Imagination ” in   Matthew   Lassiter   and   Joseph   Crespino  , eds.,  The Myth of 

Southern Exceptionalism  ( New York :  Oxford University Press ,  2009  ). For the New South 

industrial elite’s origins, see    C. Vann   Woodward  ,  Origins of the New South 1877– 1913  

( Baton Rouge :  Louisiana State University Press ,  1966  );    Don   Doyle  ,  New Men, New Cities, 

New South: Atlanta, Nashville, Charleston, Mobile, 1860– 1910  ( Chapel Hill :  University 

of North Carolina Press ,  1990  );    Edward   Ayers  ,  The Promise of the New South: Life After 

Reconstruction  ( New York :  Oxford University Press ,  1992  ).  

     7     This book uses “industrialist” and “manufacturer” interchangeably, even as many in 

the implied group were allies of, not engaged in, manufacturing. Manufacturers is the 

broader term, but the council identii ed itself as an “industrial” organization, even though 

it attracted members from beyond industrial production. SSIC leadership and mem-

bership comprised industrialists, manufacturers of a range of products, as well as the 

i nancial interests, construction companies, retailers, and other business associations that 

supported the council. Moreover, “manufacturers” and “industrialist” can be understood 

to stand in for the class identity, since these town folk descended from bourgeois mer-

chants, tradesmen, bankers, and mill owners who nurtured industrial capitalism in the 

region.  
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manufacturers looked outward, toward the nation. Their conservatism 

was not planter traditionalism dressed up in new garb. Instead it devel-

oped out of the mill village during the i rst three decades of the twenti-

eth century into a modern southern conservatism crafted for industrial 

and global capitalism. Industrialists who took this road still shared other 

white southerners’ insistence on segregation, but they did so through new 

language and new political avenues, with economic priorities very differ-

ent from those of late nineteenth- century Bourbon leaders.  8       

 Unlike the previous generation of “county seat elite,” or “small town 

rich men,” whose localism superseded aspirations of cultural advance-

ment and national political power, industrialists in the SSIC sought 

regional competitiveness and extensive and networked sources of home-

grown capital, all of which would wield signii cant policy inl uence on 

Capitol Hill, whether regarding minimum wage legislation, industrial 

self- government, collective bargaining, or international trade. While the 

SSIC represented a continuous tradition in southern politics of disrupt-

ing “solid” Democrat  ic control, the organization’s inl uence rel ected 

deeper changes at work in the southern economy and its place in the 

nation. As the Depression and New Deal unfolded, southern manufac-

turers emerged as important, if overlooked, actors in inl uencing south-

ern politics and economic transformations and in raising the South’s 

national signii cance. They reprised southern business leaders’ l irtation 

     8     Citing Anthony Harrigan  , the SSIC’s spokesman in the 1960s and 1970s, historian Nancy 

MacLean notes that “none of the [American] right’s founders and few of its key movement 

builders have seen a contradiction between their core catechism of capitalist freedom and 

the South’s traditions.”    Nancy   MacLean  , “ Southern Dominance in Borrowed Language: The 

Regional Origins of American Neoliberalism ” in   Jane   Collins  ,   Michaela   di Leonardo  , and 

  Brett   Williams  , eds.,  New Landscapes of Inequality:  Neoliberalism and the Erosion of 

Democracy in America  ( Santa Fe, NM :  School for Advanced Research Press ,  2008 ),  23 ,  25 –  

 26  . Paternalism in the southern context generally denotes the social control implemented by 

rural landowners targeting black and white agricultural workers, which extended post– New 

Deal amid southern elite’s efforts to block replacements such as Social Security.    Lee J.   Alston   

and   Joseph P.   Ferrie  ,  Southern Paternalism and the American Welfare State:  Economics, 

Politics, and Institutions in the South, 1865– 1965  ( Cambridge :  Cambridge University Press , 

 1999 ),  2  . As historian Randall Patton has established, certain localities differed from the 

South’s tendency to look outside for investment and developed innovation locally, as in 

the tufted carpet industry in Dalton, GA, which took the form of “indigenous entrepre-

neurship.” SSIC leaders tended to focus myopically on replicating the conditions that had 

led to the success of New South industry, which meant putting a premium on public rela-

tions efforts to promote the South’s opportunities.    Randall   Patton  , “ Regional Advantage in 

the New South: The Creation of North Georgia’s Carpet Industry, 1945– 1970 ” in   Phillip  

 Scranton  ,  The Second Wave:  Southern Industrialization from the 1940s to the 1970s  

( Athens :   University of Georgia Press ,  2001 ),  84 –   85  ; Randall Patton,  Carpet Capital: The 

Rise of a New South Industry  (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1999).  
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with the Republican Party that had occurred with William Howard Taft’s 

candidacy and southern Hoovercrats  , but this time with more profound 

results.  9     

 Although southern manufacturers responded to the New Deal by 

retreating to sectionalism, they would continue to redei ne the South’s 

economy and politics vis- à- vis the nation. New South industrialists 

broke early with the New Deal Democratic coalition   and ushered the 

regional elite in their shift to the antistatist, business- backed challenge 

to bureaucratic growth in the 1930s and 1940s. Southern industrialists 

participated in diverse, and sometimes contradictory, networks of right- 

leaning pundits, intellectuals, business leaders, and politicians. As busi-

ness leaders participated in funding a host of organizations designed to 

promote conservative policy, southern manufacturers strategized how to 

i nd a place in this emerging landscape of political insiders, intellectu-

als, foundations, and lobbying organizations. SSIC leaders, based in the 

New South industrial economy, thought they could leverage their alli-

ances with agricultural interests and politicians to sway the New Deal to 

serve the continued growth of southern capital by maintaining a uniquely 

southern voice.  10     

     9     Tindall notes that “sectional divisiveness” declined following Hoover’s discrediting after 

the economic collapse in 1929, but momentarily. The southern “county seat elite,” the 

post- Reconstruction “banker- merchant- farmer- lawyer- doctor- governing class,” held 

economic and political power across the South. Many historians use the term to refer 

to elite planters and merchants, ruling from social standings in counties dominated by 

agriculture, an identity and worldview that has little relationship to industry and New 

South boosters, who were a generation removed, and had no direct experience with the 

Civil War or Reconstruction. Later generations, such as those who made up the SSIC, 

had moved in increasingly national circles.    George Brown   Tindall  ,  The Disruption of the 

Solid South  ( New York :  W. W. Norton ,  1972 ),  19 ,  24 ,  28 ,  30  . To illustrate the South’s 

debut as a major player in the nation’s industrial economy, Tindall cited Edgerton’s elec-

tion as NAM president as a “signii cant token” of the South’s “industrial emergence,” 

tugging “Southern business, as [Woodrow] Wilson had pulled Southern politics, toward 

the national orbit.” Tindall,  The Emergence of the New South , 71, 618. Scripto, Inc. 

executive Rip Blair was a New Deal Democrat, but his company supported the SSIC in 

1934, 1935, 1938, and through the later years of World War II. Boosters in Marietta, 

GA, exemplii ed the complicated worldview of southern manufacturers, as they lured 

defense- related investment to their locality. Thomas A. Scott, “Winning World War II in 

an Atlanta Suburb,” in Scranton,  The Second Wave , 2.  

     10     Doyle described the New South business elites’ achievements in the “creation of a vast 

network of towns and cities that had been integrated into a regional and national econ-

omy by rail, steamship and telegraph,” and these achievements “linked their agenda 

for economic development to programs for social reform,” including educational and 

humanitarian missions characterized by “new paternalism.” Doyle,  New Men, New 

Cities, New South , 313, 315– 16.    Howell John   Harris  ,  The Right to Manage: Industrial 

Relations Policies of American Business in the 1940s  ( Madison :  University of Wisconsin 
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  Part I  of this book opens with Dixie’s manufacturers mobilizing 

to defend a separate regional economy and to work within the early 

New Deal as the National Recovery Administration (NRA) attempted 

to address the ills of the nation’s industrial economy. As reform pro-

gressed through the National Labor Relations Act of 1935 (NLRA), 

southern manufacturers grew increasingly restive in a political coalition   

that appeared to target the South’s competitive advantage and labor- 

management relations and threatened to upend the region’s social and 

racial hierarchies. Manufacturers’ failures in the 1930s to modify the 

New Deal to their liking led these men to seek political allies to preserve 

existing industries as well as to promote homegrown capital and outside 

investment. These failures also led southern industrialists to reconcile 

their Jeffersonian impulses with modern free market economics and the 

language embraced by business conservatives to challenge the New Deal. 

Their responses to the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 (FLSA), freight 

rate revision, and World War II mobilization yielded a southern conser-

vatism infused with the language of free enterprise  , in which the South 

emerged as the Nation’s No. 1 Economic Opportunity.  11   

  Part II  examines the SSIC’s efforts to undermine what the organiza-

tion deemed bureaucratic overreach and protect “southern” interests 

via national alliances. Through activism regarding the Fair Employment 

Practices Commission (FEPC), postwar labor reform, and Congress of 

Industrial Organizations (CIO  ) organizing in the region, the council 

became a lobbying group that consciously connected previously explic-

itly southern concerns to the modern conservative movement. SSIC lead-

ers sought a conservative leader and party, promoting the candidacy 

of third- party, and eventually Republican, candidates while continuing 

Press ,  1982 ),  185 –   198  . The SSIC participated in business efforts to convert the American 

public, and workers in particular, to free enterprise   complementing business leaders’ 

efforts to foster the growth and success of the conservative movement. Phillips- Fein, 

 Invisible Hands . Southern manufacturers moved between libertarianism and tradition-

alism. Although they rarely used these terms, they were avowedly conservative, con-

tributing to the notion that conservatives offered an “ideology that was largely hidden 

from view as it developed.” Manufacturers had to reconcile their southern worldview 

with economic self- interest.    Jennifer   Burns  , “ Review: In Retrospect: George Nash’s ‘The 

Conservative Intellectual Movement in America since 1945’ ”  Reviews in American 

History   32 , no.  3  (September  2004 ),  459  .  

     11     The Southern Governors’ Council was another organ for this booster message, but 

business leaders had specii c quarrels with the kinds of policies the governors advo-

cated to lure investment. See Southern Governors Conference Records (1939– 1943) in 

Frank M. Dixon Gubernatorial Papers, Alabama Department of History and Archives, 

Montgomery, AL.  
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to advocate for federal economic policies that would benei t southern 

manufacturers –  a group that also evolved as the southern economy diver-

sii ed in the post– World War II era, a process driven by non- commodities- 

intensive industries. Southern manufacturers crafted a practical, political 

rhetoric that connected the language of free enterprise   to the needs of 

the southern economy, joined networks of conservatives, including tra-

ditionalists, and ushered the South’s industrial elite into the conservative 

movement in the 1950s.  12   

 The SSIC’s efforts were both productive and futile:  southern boost-

er  s and business leaders gained greater coherence in their branding of 

their region, and they modernized southern conservatism in ways that 

garnered allies in the national movement. Reliance on the language of 

free enterprise diminished the SSIC’s core mission of regional protec-

tionism but expanded and diversii ed its support network. Many mem-

bers remained personally progressive, confronting entrenched political 

machines at the local and state levels and favoring a two- party South. 

Being for industrial growth, they were wary of labor legislation and an 

expansive welfare state. At the same time, the SSIC and southern con-

servatives tied the national movement to the South’s politics of white 

supremacy and defense of segregation. This commitment continued as a 

“second wave” of industrialization contributed to cultural dislocations 

in the South, and southern industrialists attempted to carve out a place 

within these changes. In the process, southern business leaders supported 

southern politicians such as Strom Thurmond, who would embrace the 

SSIC’s members’ view of free markets, antiunion politics, and states’ 

rights.  13   

     12     The South’s traditionalists, particularly the intellectual spokesmen among them 

who revered the South’s agrarian past, tended to criticize capitalism and therefore to 

remain “superl uous” to the conservative movement.    John J.   Langdale  , III,  Superl uous 

Southerners: Cultural Conservatism and the South, 1920– 1990  ( Columbia :  University of 

Missouri Press ,  2012  ). David C. Perry and Alfred J. Watkins refer to six pillars of Sunbelt 

growth: “agriculture, defense, advanced technology, oil and natural gas, real estate and 

construction, and tourism and leisure.” See discussion of Perry and Watkins in the con-

text of Sunbelt scholarship in Nickerson and Dochuck,  Sunbelt Rising , 7.    David C.   Perry   

and   Alfred J.   Watkins  , eds.,  The Rise of Sunbelt Cities  ( Beverly Hills, CA :  Sage ,  1977  ).  

     13     Schulman,  From Cotton Belt to Sunbelt , ix. Southern conservatives’ reactions to the New 

Deal are well established in political history, but most historians have focused on the failure 

of liberalism in the region, or on congressional opposition, rather than on southern indus-

trialists specii cally.    Roger   Biles  ,  The South and the New Deal  ( Lexington :  University Press 

of Kentucky ,  1994  );    Patricia   Sullivan  ,  Days of Hope: Race and Democracy in the New Deal 

Era  ( Chapel Hill :   University of North Carolina Press ,  1996  );    Anthony J.   Badger  ,  North 

Carolina and the New Deal  ( Raleigh :  North Carolina Department of Cultural Resources, 

Division of Archives and History ,  1981  );    Ira   Katznelson  ,  Fear Itself: The New Deal and the 
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 Understanding the SSIC’s activism completes the story that C. Vann 

Woodward told the i rst part of: the story of new men of the New South, 

which had been in the making since the end of Reconstruction. SSIC lead-

ers built on previous entrepreneurs’ quest for an industrial, modern South, 

using familiar depictions of the South’s industrial economy. The region’s 

industry was small- scale and underdeveloped; the workers were untrained 

and lacked industrial backgrounds, having recently moved from i elds to 

factories; the climate was hot and the roads unpaved; the railroads were 

expensive; the region was rich in raw materials but low in human capi-

tal. Modernizers claimed to build industry to aid regional development, 

provide work for the agricultural poor, draw investment to and build cap-

ital sources within the region, and erect Dixie’s industrial base. Having 

survived populist challenges to modernity, an industrial social order and 

“town” people helped guide the South’s economic development.  14   

 This strategy of depicting the South and its economy as developing 

seemed to be working by the 1920s, when northern textile i rms increased 

their investment in southern plants. Firms moved spindles southward in 

greater numbers, and by the decade’s end the South boasted more spin-

dles than the North. Dixie’s mills specialized in coarse products and grey 

goods; i ner, high value- added textiles tended to remain a northern spe-

cialty. Innovation stayed north of the Mason- Dixon line, as well. Textile 

machines, imported from Massachusetts, whirred in southern Piedmont 

mills; the gray goods often produced at such establishments headed north 

to be processed and i nished into i ner, market- bound products.  15   

Origins of Our Time  ( New York :   Liveright Publishing Corporation ,  2013  ) establish the 

limitations liberals faced in challenging conservative control of New Deal funds at the state 

and local levels and alleviating the cycle of low wages and poverty. For business and the con-

servative movement, see Phillips- Fein,  Invisible Hands ;    Joseph   Crespino  ,  Strom Thurmond’s 

America  ( New York :  MacMillan ,  2012  ); Moreton,  To Serve God and Wal- Mart , 205.  

     14     Woodward,  Origins of the New South , 319. Carlton,  Mill and Town in South Carolina , 

270– 272. The benevolent image modernizers and capitalists crafted of themselves 

did not go unchallenged, as documented by southern labor historians in particular. 

On southern labor movements, see    F. Ray   Marshall  ,  Labor in the South  ( Cambridge, 

MA :   Harvard University Press ,  1967  );    Gary   Fink  ,  Race, Class, and Community in 

Southern Labor History  ( Tuscaloosa :  University of Alabama Press ,  1994  );    Janet   Irons  , 

 Testing the New Deal:  The General Textile Strike of 1934 in the American South  

( Urbana- Champaign :   University of Illinois Press ,  2000  ); John Salmond,  The General 

Textile Strike of 1934: From Maine to Alabama  (Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 

2002);    Clifford M.   Kuhn  ,  Contesting the New South Order: The 1914– 1915 Strike at 

Atlanta’s Fulton Mills  ( Chapel Hill :  University of North Carolina Press ,  2001  ).  

     15        David   Koistinen  , “ The Causes of Deindustrialization:  The Migration of the Cotton 

Textile Industry from New England to the South ,”  Enterprise and Society   3  (September 

 2002  ). Historians have weighed the inl uence of location theory, relating to cost of 
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